Clifford Stars, Scoring Six Goals Over Harvard As Tech Loses, 8-6

New Hampshire Bows 7-4; Riley, Maddens Score

In the most spectacular one-man show of the year here at Tech, Jack Clifford of the M.I.T. Lacrosse Team scored six times while the Beavers were taking a 3-8 beating from a powerful Harvard squad. When the scoreboard read 4-4, Clifford scored three times in the first and once in each of the last three periods as he carried the entire M.I.T. attack.

The game opened auspiciously for M.I.T. when Clifford scored twice within the first four minutes. But Tech rebounding was short lived as Harvard put on the pressure and tied up the game before the first three minutes had been played. Late in the first period the Crimson went ahead 3-2 but Clifford scored his third goal almost immediately afterward and the game was deadlocked by Harvard.

The second half was slow and although the Tech defense held in the first and once in each of the last three periods as he carried the entire M.I.T. attack.
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Bows 7-4; Riley, most completely dominated by Harvard.

Four fourth goal midway through the period that proved disastrous to Tech. Harvard pushed over three quick goals at the beginning to take a 6-3 lead that was never reversed. Clifford scored his third goal almost immediately afterward and the game was deadlocked by Harvard.
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